
LOS ANGELES Time / type of update HOUSTON

****** Run of play
12-Saunders; 2-Dunivant, 20-DeLaGarza, 4-Gonzalez, 5-
Franklin; 18-Magee, 19-Juninho, 23-Beckham, 10-
Donovan; 14-Keane, 17-Cristman Lineups

1-Hall; 4-Taylor, 20-Cameron, 32-Boswell, 31-Hainault; 26-Ashe, 17-
Camargo, 16-Moffat, 5-Cruz; 25-Ching, 3-Carr

1-Ricketts, 3-Berhalter, 6-Hejduk, 8-Birchall, 7-Kirovski, 26-
Stephens, 30-Cardozo Benches

24-Deric, 21-Freeman, 2-Robinson, 7-Clark, 10-Watson, 29-Costly, 12-
Bruin

6th
Free kick right of box, taken to far post, headed back across face of goal, 
cleared

Cristman wide open in middle of box on Beckham corner, 
header goes wide. Corner set up off Donovan's blocked 
shot from Franklin cross. 12th
Neither team with solid chances in a while 25th Neither team with solid chances in a while
Cristman again squanders a chance from a Beckham 
delivery. Donovan laid ball back for Beckham, who drove 
ball in air diagonally over box to edge of 6. 27th
Donovan swipes ball in Houston half, plays to Keane, who 
plays to onrushing Cristman, who loses his footing. That's 3 
for Cristman. 28th

29th
Camargo falls too easily at edge of box. No call. Ball deflects to Carr, 
whose shot is blocked.

Nice work from Keane leads to inviting cross that traverses 
face of goal, but Taylor clears ahead of advancing 
Donovan. Corner kick goes nowhere. 34th
Beckham lofts a ball from the right to the top of the box, 
where Keane gets a head to it but it's knocked away by 
alert goalkeeper Hall. Follow from Magee is miles wide. 35th

44th Brief break for Dynamo, and Cruz puts hard 20-yarder right at Saunders.

Magee skies a shot from 15 45th
Will they rue these squandered chances? Halftime Unable to get forward; might lose Cameron to injury
Ball deflects to Keane, who puts off-balance shot just wide 
of far post 49th
Keane gets the ball in the net but is incorrectly ruled offside. 57th

58th Carr hits side netting.
Keane takes too long on 2-on-2 break as Boswell holds him 
up. Galaxy keep it and Beckham rips one from 30, deflected 
for corner. 61st

66th Best chance: Moffat heads wide from near spot.
GOAL: Beckham flicks on to Keane, who slips it to 
Donovan, who chips Hall. 72nd
Keane's open but offside, so Donovan has a go himself 
from 22. Right at Hall. 78th

85th Cameron gets forward to challenge and win Dynamo's first corner kick.

Beckham free kick forces extraordinary save from Hall. 93rd


